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Our Story




Founded by interior designer Ayana Fishman, Two A is a unique, beautiful and glamorously intimate jewelry line that has become an international success. 

 Ayana began her career in interior design, focusing on modernist, contemporary styles. She believes in creating an aesthetically pleasing space that is both interesting and stylish, balancing functionality with beauty. In 2010 she began to branch out into the field of jewelry design, utilizing her knowledge of interior design to create a jewelry line that is modern, edgy and organic. This minimalist approach focuses on less material and more detail in order to form an elegant piece of art. 

 By seamlessly combining organic eco-material with industrial metal, Two A is able to create a striking and fresh spin on Bohemian-Chic.

Read more
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Our New Ocean Jewelry Collection




Spring is coming, and our newest collection has finally arrived! We are proud to present our vibrant ocean-inspired jewelry, in your choice of turquoise, salmon or shell.



 Check these unique pieces out in earrings, necklaces and bracelets!

If you happen to be in the area, don't hesitate to drop by our studio to see these beauties in person.

Directions
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